
SLS DAV PUBLIC SCHoOL, MAUSAM VIHAR, DELHI-110051 

SESSION: 2022-2023 

CIRCULAR NO. -2 DATE: 13/04/2022 

Dear Parents 

Greetings!

A good beginning makes a big difference.. Let us together begin this 

academic year with new hopes and positive mindset to make it brighter... full 

of knowledge and learning. 

The New Session 2022-2023 has ushered with new hopes, freshness and new 

energy, leaving behind the problems of the last two years of Pandemic and 

carrying forward the zeal to face and tackle all kinds of challenges. 

Since the schools have now started working Offline completely, we need to 

follow certain guidelines in true letter and spirit to ensure smooth working of 

teaching-learning process in school. 

The arrival time for students of Class ll to XIl is from 8.15 am to 8.30 am. 

Kindly see to it that your wards do not arrive before the designated time 

or later than 8.30 am. The students of Class Pre-School to ll should 

report to school at 8.45 am but not later than 9.00 am. 

Make sure that your ward comes to school in proper school uniform and 

shoes. House Uniform is to be worn on the designated days as 

communicated by their teacher. 

Although the COVID spread is under control, still, we need to follow 

minimum bare precautions. Ensure your ward wears appropriate Mask, 

carry extra Mask and also Soap Strips and Sanitizer to the school. 

The students need to carry their own lunch and water-bottle. Sharing of 

these is not permitted. Also, the school shall not accept any eatables 

from parents in the school 
Health of our children is our priority. Kindly do not send your ward to 

school even in case of minor illness. 



Kindly adhere to the departure timings and Gate No. as intimated by 
your ward's class teacher to ensure safe and smooth departure of 

children after the school. Your utmost support and cooperation is 
solicited in this regard. 
If you have hired Private Cabs / Vans for your children, kindly share all 
the details (Vehicle No., Name and Photograph of the Driver, Contact 
No., License No.) of the same, under your signatures with the Class 

teacher. 

Ensure that your wards (Senior students) should not carry Mobile 
Phones to the School. A strict disciplinary action can be taken against the 
child, if they are found with the Cellphones. 
Kindly fill all the Particulars clearly in neat Handwriting on Page No. 3 

and 5 of the School Almanac. 

Kindly update the school authorities for any change in your Residence or 

Contact details (Phone No. E-Mail), if any, through a Written 
Application on priority without fail. 

Let us all prepare ourselves to enter the new academic year which awaits us 
with many opportunities to unfold... May we all be blessed with high energies 
and positive mind to work harder and be successful. All the best to us-the SLS 
DAV Family!! 

With Kind Regards, 

Vawa peo 
(Vandanaapegs PrirkspP27 


